NFC, GPS, and Waypoint Missions

MATERIALS NEEDED

1. NFC Reader
2. Phone with GPS program

GOALS

1. Be sent on a mission utilizing nfc coded messages to find waypoints.
2. Make it through the several way points and back to the start with a secret message.

Your mission if you so choose to accept it

Near Field Communication or NFC is a newer technology that is an extension of RFID technology that allows a user to read strings of data from a small chip. The technology has been added to all modern cell phones and is being more integrated into our world every day. Hidden about the campus are several NFC chips with secret gps locations locked within. Your goal is to track down each waypoint using the GPS and NFC technology available to you and find you way to the secret lunch spot on campus.

Collect your first mission card.

See the instructor up front to collect your mission card. This card will give you your first GPS location which will lead you to your waypoint. Use the GPS technology within your phone to locate the next point.
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